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A study was recently conducted to determine the attributes that consumers perceive to be associated with premium and luxury wines compared with regular wines, which also drew on the vast amount of existing literature on the topic. The findings suggest that many of the elements assumed to be connected are, in fact, not top-of-mind with many drinkers.

The premium and luxury segment of the wine sector has been growing steadily for the past 20 years, both domestically and internationally, and it is still on the rise (IWSR 2012). However, we still don’t know what attributes consumers perceive to be associated with premium and luxury wines compared with regular wines. When a consumer is prepared to pay more for a wine, what elements come to mind? Does the consumer consider the wine to be a luxury or premium purchase? At what price tier is a wine perceived to be prestigious? The vast literature on luxury, premium or prestige wines has never answered these questions.

Rather than getting involved in the debate about definitions and differences between luxury, premium and prestige products, we chose to measure what consumers believe is associated with these terms in the Australian wine market. We believe our research provides guidance for wineries to develop the right associations with their brands, so that they meet existing consumer perceptions here in Australia. Two methods were used to answer these questions. We used best-worst scaling to understand which attributes are associated with prestigious wines, because this approach forces consumers to choose the most [best] and least [worst] attribute from a set that is most closely linked to prestige wines in his or her mind. We used the pick-any method, which provides lists of attributes and asks the consumer to pick any that he or she thinks are associated with each of four different price tiers, because this method is closely linked to top-of-mind mental associations.

**METHOD**

The study was conducted in October 2012 with a representative sample (n=509) of Australian consumers, who had drunk wine at least once in the past six months.

For the first part of the study a list of 13 elements that consumers might associate with a prestigious wine was developed from existing literature and the experience the authors have in the field (Table 1).

Respondents were shown a specific number of choice sets, comprised of four of the 13 elements each. Each element appeared the same number of times across all choice sets and appeared an equal number of times with every other element based on an experimental balanced incomplete block design. In each choice set, respondents chose the element they considered ‘most’ appropriate to identify a prestigious wine and the element they considered the ‘least’ appropriate. Once the data was collected, we counted the number of times each element was selected as the most and as the least appropriate. A score was then calculated for each element between 0 and 100, where the closer the value was to 100 the higher the probability that the element was chosen as the most appropriate to identify a prestigious wine.

For the second part of the study, the previous item list was expanded to include another 10 elements that also could be associated with lower price points (Table 2). This guaranteed that respondents did not focus exclusively on the highest price tiers, but they had to consider all the price tiers provided. We provided four price tiers – $0-$24.99, $25-$49.99, $50-$99.99, $100+ – that encapsulated the main price categories at which consumers could buy wine in Australia.

Respondents were given a table showing all the 23 items in the rows, and the four price tiers in the columns. They were then asked to tick any elements they associated with each of the price tiers. There was no restriction on the number of items respondents could associate with the same price tier, or the number of price tiers they could associate with the same item. These perceptions were analysed via correspondence analysis (CA). The output is a plot for each of the items included in the analysis (in our case, product elements and price tiers). For ease of interpretation, the plot is often reduced to two dimensions, but the axes in the plot have no other meaning than a representation of the associations between the items displayed in the plot. Items closer to each other and close to the price tier are more associated together.

**RESULTS**

Table 3 reveals the results for the probability scores (0-100) for the best-worst analysis. Good brand reputation or
status, premium quality and authentic or trustworthy brand are the attributes that were more associated with luxury or premium wines and spirits. These three elements represent the ‘top three’ most important attributes and are clearly far more likely to be associated with a prestigious wine than the other nine.

Figure 1 displays the results for the correspondence analysis. The wine category has five attributes that belong to the highest price ($100+): luxury, antique/vintage, limited production/edition, premium price and premium, while the lowest price ($0-$24.99) only has three attributes that are strongly connected to it, namely promotional activities, suitable retail location and machine made. The other attributes have mostly clustered around the price groups $25-$49.99 and $50-$99.99.

**KEY FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS**

The premium and luxury wine market is growing, and it is important for marketing managers to understand the elements consumers associate with prestige products. In particular, this research has produced two key outcomes for wine marketing managers:

- **Good brand reputation or status, premium quality, and having an authentic or trustworthy brand** are the attributes that are most associated with luxury and premium wines.

This information is useful, as marketing managers can focus specifically on linking these attributes to their brand if they want to market and communicate it as a prestigious product.

Secondly, by knowing what attributes consumers associate with prestige, managers will be better able to differentiate between the messages for regular compared with prestige products.

It was somewhat surprising to find that ‘premium price’ does not seem to be a prominent attribute for the sample.
The terms luxury, premium, and antique or old vintage, consistently cluster around the highest price points.

Previous studies found that the attributes used in this research have been perceived to belong to luxury or premium prices. However, this research has established the levels at which these attributes are perceived to belong to higher-priced products and found the top three and bottom attributes in relation to luxury and premium price.

The fact that 'luxury' and 'premium' show a strong positive correlation at the highest price point corroborate the idea that luxury and premium should not be considered two distinct areas of investigation, but they both belong to a wider prestige group, that incorporates the entire top end of a category value scale (Vigneron and Johnson 1999).

In a similar but opposite direction, the bottom three attributes (machine made, promotional activities and suitable retail location) are not perceived as luxury or premium. This can be explained by the fact that machine made products are perceived to be of lesser value than handcrafted ones (Amatulli and Guido 2011). The underlying reason why retail location clusters around the lowest price points may be that convenient retail locations are more likely to sell lower-priced products, and the perception of scarcity is important for luxury and premium products (Arora 2011, Cervellon and Coudriet 2013, Nueno and Quelch 1998).

Practitioners should avoid allowing their customers to associate these attributes with the products they are managing. This research shows that many of the elements we might think consumers associate with luxury are not at the top of most consumers' mental list. Things like 'endorsements', 'medals', or 'authentic' are not associated with the highest price tiers.
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